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BACKGROUND: Structured abstracts, which are abstracts with distinct, labeled sections, are a medical publishing innovation that began in 1987¹. Twenty-five years later, nearly a quarter of all abstracts added yearly to MEDLINE®/PubMed® are structured. In 2010, structured abstracts were reformatted for display in PubMed for easier readability with bolded, upper case section labels each beginning on a new line.

OBJECTIVE: To characterize the distribution of structured abstracts in journals indexed for MEDLINE.

METHODS: The U.S. National Library of Medicine (NLM) developed and validated a new algorithm for identifying structured abstracts in MEDLINE in 2010². Recently, NLM updated its research on structured abstracts by running the algorithm against the 2012 MEDLINE Baseline (annual, static versions of the MEDLINE data are freely available for use by any researcher from the MEDLINE/PubMed Baseline Repository)³.

RESULTS: For the 2012 MEDLINE Baseline release, 4,525 journals contributed 1,817,573 structured abstracts. Figure 1 shows a quartile distribution of the concentration of structured abstracts in journal titles indexed in MEDLINE. Seventy-seven journals contributed 25% of the structured abstracts; 258 journals contributed 50%; and 674 journals contributed 75%. The remaining 25% of the structured abstracts is spread across 3,516 journal titles. By the end of 2010, more than 1,600 journals or about 30% of the 5,484 journals indexed in that year routinely publish structured abstracts (starting in or prior to 2008 and continuing through 2010, the last
complete publication year in the 2012 MEDLINE Baseline, while also contributing a total of at least one hundred structured abstracts).
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**Figure 1: Quartile Distribution of Structured Abstracts across 5,484 Indexed MEDLINE Journals (2010)**

The 2012 data show that the average number (mean and mode) of labels in a structured abstract is four. In addition, 69.27% of the citations (1,259,197/1,817,573) contain four labels. The labels tend to be less specific than those in the original structured abstract proposed standard formats\(^4\), e.g., only METHODS rather than DESIGN, INTERVENTION, and PATIENTS. This is consistent with findings from two smaller studies of structured abstracts in clinical journals which revealed that most structured abstracts had either the introduction, methods, results, and discussion (IMRAD) format or a four-label variant that included an initial label introducing the topic of the article (such as BACKGROUND, PURPOSE), middle labels of METHODS and RESULTS, and a final label of CONCLUSION(S)\(^5,6\).

From the 7,791,344 labels identified in the 1,817,573 structured abstracts, NLM isolated about 2,000 unique label phrases, all of which NLM mapped to five general categories: BACKGROUND, OBJECTIVE, METHODS, RESULTS, and CONCLUSIONS.

**CONCLUSIONS:** The substantial growth in both the individual number of MEDLINE records with structured abstracts and in the number of journals that continuously publish structured
abstracts demonstrates widespread adoption of structured abstracts over the past twenty-five years. NLM has implemented the label category maps as part of the annual NLM data dissemination. NLM is continuing to identify and map labels on an annual basis. These mappings are freely available from the NLM Web Resource called Structured Abstracts in MEDLINE\(^3\). NLM is also exploring the utility of structured abstracts in assisting the indexing process, and enhancing information retrieval and discovery. Datamining, in particular, may benefit from targeting certain labels for specific reasons, e.g., RESULTS may yield better information for gene/disease relationships than BACKGROUND.
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